Abstract-This paper aims at learning to score the figure skating sports videos. To address this task, we propose a deep architecture that includes two complementary components, i.e., Self-Attentive LSTM and Multi-scale Convolutional Skip LSTM. These two components can efficiently learn the local and global sequential information in each video. Furthermore, we present a large-scale figure skating sports video dataset -FisV dataset. This dataset includes 500 figure skating videos with the average length of 2 minutes and 50 seconds. Each video is annotated by two scores of nine different referees, i.e., Total Element Score(TES) and Total Program Component Score (PCS). Our proposed model is validated on FisV and MIT-skate datasets. The experimental results show the effectiveness of our models in learning to score the figure skating videos.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development of digital cameras and proliferation of social media sharing, there is also an explosive growth of available figure skating sports videos in both the quantity and granularity. The analysis of figure skating sports videos also have many real-world applications, such as automatically scoring the players, highlighting shot generation, and video summarization. By the virtue of the state-of-the-art deep architectures and action recognition approaches, the techniques of analyzing figure skating sports videos will also facilitate statistically comparing the players and teams, analyzing player's fitness, weaknesses and strengths assessment. In terms of these sport statistics, professional advice can be drawn and thus help the training of players.
Sports video analytics and action recognition in general have been extensively studied in previous works. There exist many video datasets, such as Sports-1M [21] , UCF 101 [47] , HMDB51 [25] , FCVID [18] and ActivityNet [13] . These datasets crawled the videos from the search engines (e.g., Google, or Bing) or the social media platforms (e.g., YouTube, Flickr, etc). The videos are crowdsourcingly annotated. On these video datasets, the most common efforts are mainly made on video classification [19] , [21] , video event detection [38] , action detection and so on.
Remarkably, inspired by Pirsiavash et al. [41] , this paper addresses a novel task of learning to score figure skating sport videos, which is very different from previous action recognition task. Specifically, in this task, the model must understand every clip of figure skating video (e.g., averagely 4400 frames in our Fis-V dataset) to predict the scores. In contrast, one can easily judge the action label from the parts of videos in action recognition. For example, one small video clip of capturing the mistake action of the player, will significantly negatively affect the final scores in our task. Thus the model must fully understand the whole video frames and process the varying length of videos.
Quite a few works have been devoted to learning to score figure skating videos. The key challenges come from several aspects. First, different from consumer videos, figure skating videos are the professional sports videos with the longer length (averagely 2 minutes and 50 seconds). Second, the scores of figure skating videos should be contributed by the experts or referees; in contrast, the labels of previous classification/detection based video analysis tasks are collected in a crowdsourcing way. Third, not all video segments can be useful to regress the scores, since the referees only take account into scores those clips of technical movements (TES) or a good interpretation of music (PCS).
To address these challenges, we propose an end-to-end framework to efficiently learn to predict the scores of figure skating videos. In particular, our models can be divided into two complementary subnetworks, i.e., Self-Attentive LSTM (S-LSTM) and Multi-scale Convolutional Skip LSTM (M-LSTM). The S-LSTM employs a simple self-attentive strategy to select important clip features which are directly used for regression tasks. Thus the S-LSTM mainly learns to represent the local information. On the other hand, the M-LSTM models the local and global sequential information at multi-scale. In M-LSTM, we utilize the skip LSTM to efficiently save the total computational cost. Both two subnetworks can be directly used as the models for prediction, or integrated into a single framework for the final regression tasks. Our models are evaluated on two figure skating datasets, namely, MITskate [41] and our own Fis-V video dataset. The experiments results validate the effectiveness of our models.
To further facilitate the research of learning to score figure skating videos, we contribute the Figure Skating Video (Fis-V) dataset to the community. The Fis-V dataset has the videos of high quality as well as the scores labeled. Specifically, our videos in Fis-V are captured by professional camera devices. The high standard international figure skating competition videos are employed as the data source to construct Fis-V dataset. The example video frames of this dataset are shown in Fig. 1 . Each video snapshots the whole performance of one skater only; the irrelevant parts towards the skater (such as warming up, bowing to the audience after the performance) are pruned. Thus the length of each video is about 2 minutes and 50 seconds. Totally, we collect 500 videos of 149 professional figure skating players from more than 20 different countries. We also gather the scores given by nine different international referees in the competitions.
Contributions. We highlight the three contributions. (1) The proposed Self-Attentive LSTM can efficiently learn to model the local sequential information by a self-attentive strategy. (2) We propose a Multi-scale Convolutional Skip LSTM model in learning the local and global information at multi-scale, while it can save the computational cost by skipping some video features. (3) We contribute a high quality figure skating video dataset -Fis-V dataset. This dataset is more than 3 times bigger than the existing MIT-skate dataset. We hope this dataset can boost the research of learning to score professional sports videos.
The rest of this paper is organized in such a way. Sec. II compares some related work. We describe the details of constructing the dataset in Sec. III. The methodology of solving the specific task is discussed in Sec. IV. We finally give the experimental results in Sec. V. The whole paper is concluded in Sec. VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The sheer volume of video data makes the automatic video content understanding difficulty intrinsically. Very recent, deep architectures have been utilized to extract feature representations effectively in the video domain. While the development of image representation techniques has matured quickly in recent years [11] , [60] , [59] , [33] , [6] , more advanced architectures were conducted for video understanding [27] , [43] , [8] , including Convolutional Networks (ConvNets) with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTMs) [7] , [36] and 3D Convolutional Networks [42] for visual recognition and action classification, two-stream network fusion for video action recognition [36] , [42] , Convolutional Networks learning spatiotemporal features [12] , [50] . We discuss these previous works in each subsection.
A. Video Representation
Previous research on improving video representations focuses on local motion features such as HOF [26] [24] and MBH [5] in the Dense Trajectories feature [15] and the corresponding variants [52] . The success of deep learning in video analysis tasks stems from its ability to derive discriminative spatial-temporal feature representations directly from raw data tailored for a specific task [16] , [51] .
Directly extending the 2D image-based filters [24] to 3D spatial-temporal convolutions may be problematic. Such spatial-temporal Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), if not learned on large-scale training data, can not beat the handcrafted features. Wang et al. [53] showed that the performance of 3D convolutions is worse than that of state-of-the-art handcrafted features. Even worse, 3D convolutions are also computationally expensive; and it normally requires more iterations to train the deep architectures with 3D convolutions than those without.
To reduce such computational burden, Sun et al. proposed to factorize spatial-temporal convolutions [49] . It is worth noting that videos can be naturally considered as an ensemble of spatial and temporal components. Motivated by this observation, Simonyan and Zisserman introduced a two-stream framework, which learn the spatial and temporal feature representations concurrently with two convolutional networks [46] . Such a two stream approach achieved the state-of-the-art performance on many benchmarks. Furthermore, several important variants of fusing two streams are proposed, such as [54] , [9] , [55] , [64] , [56] , [65] , [2] , [62] Most recently, C3D [51] , and SENet [14] have been proposed for powerful classification models on videos and images. C3D [51] utilized the 3 × 3 × 3 spatial-temporal convolution kernels and stacked them into a deep network to achieve a compact representation of videos. C3D has been taken as a more effective structure of preserving temporal information than 2D CNNs. SENet [14] adopted the "Squeeze-andExcitation" block, which integrates the channel-set features, stressing the independencies between channels. In this work, we employ the C3D as the basic video feature representation.
B. Video Fusion
In video categorization systems, two types of feature fusion strategies are widely used, i.e., the early fusion and the late fusion. Multiple kernel learning [1] was utilized to estimate fusion weights [4] , [35] , which are needed in both early fusion and late fusion. To efficiently exploit the relationships of features, several more advanced feature fusion techniques were conducted. An optimization framework in [61] applied a shared low-rank matrix to reduce noises in the fusion. An audio-visual joint codebook proposed by Jiang el al. [17] discovered and fused the correlations of audio and visual features for video classification. The dynamic fusion is utilized in [31] as the best feature combination strategy.
With the rapid growth of deep neural networks, the combination of multiple futures in neural networks gradually comes into sight. In multimodal deep learning, a deep de-noised autoencoder [37] and Boltzmann machines [48] were employed to fuse the features of different modalities. More recently, Recurrent Neural Networks have also been utilized to fuse the video representation. Wu et al. [58] modeled videos into three streams including frames, optical flow and audio spectrogram and fuse classification scores adaptively from different streams with learned weights. Ng et al. [57] employed time domain convolution or LSTM to handle video structure and use late fusion after the two-stream aggregation. Comparing with this work, we propose a fusion network to efficiently fuse the local and global sequential information learned by the self-attentive and M-LSTM models.
C. Sports Video Analysis
Recently, the sports video analysis has been tropical in the research communities [32] . A common and important unit in sports video analysis is the action, or a short sequence of actions. There are various works that assess how well the people perform actions in different sports, including an application of automated video assessment demonstrated by a computer system that analyzes video recordings of gymnasts performing the vault [10] ; a probabilistic model of a basketball team playing based on trajectories of all players [20] ; the trajectory-based evaluation of multi-player basketball activity using Bayesian network [40] ; and machine learning classifier on top of a rule-based algorithm to recognize on-ball screens [34] .
The tasks of learning to score the sports have less been studied with only two exceptions [41] , [39] . Pirsiavash et al. [41] introduced a learning-based framework evaluating on two distinct types of actions (diving and figure skating) by training a regression model from spatiotemporal pose features to scores obtained from expert judges. Parmar et al. [39] applied Support Vector Regression (SVR) and Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) on C3D features of videos to obtain scores on the same dataset. In both [41] , [39] , the regression model is learned from the features of video clips/actions to the sport scores. Comparing with [41] , [39] , our model is capable of modeling the nature of figure skating. In particular, our model learns to model both the local and global sequential information which is essential in modeling the TES and PCS. Furthermore, our self-attentive and M-LSTM model can alleviate the problem that figure skating videos are too long for an ordinary LSTM to get processed.
III. FIGURE SKATING VIDEO (FIS-V) DATASET
Our figure skating video dataset is designed to study the problem of analyzing figure skating videos, including learning to predict scores of each player, or highlighting shots generation. This dataset would be released to the community under necessary license.
A. Dataset construction
Data source. To construct the dataset, we search and download a great quantity of figure skating videos. The figure skating videos come from formal high standard international skating competitions, including NHK Trophy (NHK), Trophee Eric Bompard (TEB), Cup of China (COC), Four Continents Figure  Skating Championships (4CC) and so on. The videos of our figure skating video dataset are only about the playing process in the competitions. Note that the videos about figure skating may also be included in some previous datasets (e.g., UCF 101 [47] , HMDB51 [25] , Sports-1M [21] and ActivityNet [13] ), which are constructed by searching and downloaded from various search engines (e.g., Google, Flickr and Bing, etc), or the social media sharing platforms (e.g. Youtube, DailyMotion, etc.). Thus the data sources of those datasets are different from ours. We thus emphasize the better and more consistent visual quality of our TV videos from the high standard international competitions than those consumer videos downloaded from the Internet. Additionally, the consumer videos about figure skating may also include the practice videos.
Selection Criteria. We carefully select the figure skating videos used in the dataset. We assume the criterion of scores of figure skating should be consistent for the high standard international skating competitions. Thus to maintain standard and authorized scoring, we select the videos only from the highest level of international competitions with fair and reasonable judgement. In particular, we are using the videos from To make the scores more comparable, only the competition videos about ladies' singles short program happened over the past ten years are utilized in our figure skating video dataset. We also collect the ground-truth scores given by nine different referees shown in each competition.
Not rush videos. The rush videos often refer to those unedited videos, which normally contain redundant and repetitive contents. The videos about figure skating in previous datasets may include those unedited and "rush" parts about the players, such as warming up, bowing to the audience after the performance, and waiting for scores at the Kiss&Cry. These parts may be not necessarily useful to help judge the scores of the performance of figure skating. In contrast, we aim at learning the model of predicting the scores purely from the competition performance of each player, rather than from the "rush" parts. Thus those unedited parts are pruned in our videos. More interestingly and importantly, in the sports videos of multiple players, the videos have to track, locate and transit different players. Our figure skating video has about only one player, and the whole video is only tracking, and locating the player over her whole performance as shown in Fig. 1 .
B. Pre-processing and Scoring
Pre-processing. We initially downloaded 100 hour videos; and the processing procedure is thus needed to prune some low quality videos. In particular, we manually select and remove the videos that are not fluent nor coherent. To make sure the figure skating videos exactly correspond to the ground-truth scores, we manually processed each video by further cutting the redundant clips (e.g. replay shots or player's warming up shots). We only reserve the video from the exact the beginning of each performance, to the moment of ending pose, with duration of about 2 minutes and 50 seconds. Particularly, this time slot also meets the duration of skating stipulated by the International Skating Union, which is 2 minutes and 40 seconds within 10 seconds plus or minus for ladies' singles short program. Each video has about 4300 frames with the frame rate 25. Thus both the number of frames and videos are far larger than the dataset released in [41] .
Scoring of figure skating. We carefully annotated each video with the skater and competition, and labeled it with two scores, namely, Total Element Score (TES) and Total Program Component Score (PCS). These scores are given by the mark scheme of figure skating competition. Specifically, these scores measure the performance of skater at each stage over the whole competition. The score of TES is used to judge the difficulty and execution of all technical movement; and PCS aims at evaluating the performance and interpretation of the music by the skaters. Both the TES and PCS are given by nine different referees who are the experts on figure skating competition.
Note that the same skater may receive very different scores at different competition due to her performance. Finally we gather 500 videos about ladies' singles short program, and each video comes with the ground-truth scores. We randomly split the dataset into 400 training videos and 100 testing ones.
C. Data Analysis
Apart from learning a score prediction model by using this dataset, we conduct statistical analysis and have some interesting finding. In particular, we compute the Spearman correlation and Kendall tau correlation between TES and PCS over different matches (in Fig. 2 ) or different players (in 3). More specific, we take the TES and PCS values of all skaters in each match, and compute the correlations as shown in Fig. 2 . These values reflect how the TES and PCS are correlated across different matches. On the other hand, we take the same skater TES and PCs values of all matches she took, and calculate their correlations in Fig. 3 .
As shown in Fig. 2 , we find that in over a half of all matches, the Toal Element Score (TES) has little correlation with Total Program Component Score (PCS). This is reasonable, since the TES and PCS are designed to measure two quite different perspectives of the skater's performance in the whole competition. In other words, TES and PCS should be relatively independent distributed. In a few matches, we indeed observe the high correlation between TES and PCS as in Fig. 2 . We attribute this high correlation to the subjectivity of referees, i.e., referees would think that the skaters who can complete difficult technical movements (TES) are also able to interpret the music well (PCS). Furthermore, the weak correlations between TES and PCS are also shown in Fig. 3 .
Fis-V dataset Vs. MIT-skate dataset. Comparing with the existing MIT-skate dataset [41] , our dataset has larger data scale (i.e., more than 3 times videos), higher annotation quality (i.e., For each video, we provide both PCS and TES scores provided, rather than a single total score), and collecting more update-to-date figure skating videos (i.e., our videos come from 12 competitions from 2012 to 2017) than the MIT-skate dataset. Particularly, all of videos in MIT-Skate are from competitions happened before 2012, which makes the dataset somehow outdated, since the scoring standards of figure skating competitions is constantly changing in the international competitions. We think a qualified figure skating video dataset should be updated periodically.
IV. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present our framework of learning to score the figure skating videos. We divide the whole section into three parts. Sec. IV-A discusses the problem setup and the video features we are using. We discuss how to get video level representation in Sec. IV-B. Finally, the video fusion scheme of learning to score will be explained in Sec. IV-C.
A. Problem Setup
Weakly labeled regression. In figure skating matches, the referees will incrementally add the TES with the progress of the whole competition on-the-fly. Once the player finished one particular technical movement, the corresponding TES and PCS scores will be added. Ideally, we want the scores of each technical movement; but in the real situation, it is impossible to get the incrementally added scores synchronized with each video clip. Thus, we provide the final scores of TES and PCS; and the tasks of predicting these scores can be formulated as weakly labelled regression tasks. In our tasks, we take the prediction of TES and PCS as two independent regression tasks.
Video Features. We adopt deep spatial-temporal convolution networks for more powerful video representation. We extract deep clip-level features off-the-shelf from 3D Convolutional Networks, which are pre-trained on large-scale dataset. In particular, We use the 4096 dimensional clip-based feature from the fc6 layer of C3D [50] pre-trained on Sports-1M [22] , which is a large-scale dataset containing 1,133,158 videos which have been annotated automatically with 487 sports labels. We use the sliding window of size 16 frames over the video temporal to cut the video clips with the stride as 8. 
B. Self-Attentive LSTM (S-LSTM)
We propose a self-attentive feature embedding to selectively learn to compact feature representations. Such representations can efficiently model the local information. Specifically, since each video has about 4300 frames with 2 minutes and 50 seconds duration, the total computational cost of using all C3D features would be very heavy. On the other hand, the trivial practice is to employ max or average pooling operator to merge these features into video-level representations. However, not all video clips/frames contribute equally to regressing the final scores. Thus in order to extract a more compact feature representation, we have to address two problems properly,
1) The features of clips that are important to difficulty technical movements should be heavy weighted. 2) The produced compact feature representations should be the fixed length for all the videos. To this end, a self-attentive embedding scheme is proposed here to generate the video-level representations. In particular, suppose we have a
where σ 1 (·) and σ 2 (·) indicates the softmax and hyperbolic tangent function respectively. The σ 1 (·) can ensure the computed weights sum to 1. We implement the Eq (1) Therefore multiplying feature matrix F with A helps us extract all such patterns, resulting in a shorter input sequence, with dimension of
The resulting embedding M is further followed by a 1-layer Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) with the d 2 LSTM cell. The output LSTM is further connected to a 1-layer fully connected layer with 64 neurons to regress the TES and PCS scores. We use the Mean Square Error (MSE) as the loss function to optimize this self-attentive LSTM. A penalty term is added to the MSE loss function in order to encourage the diversity of learned self-attentive feature embedding M. The form of the penalty is,
where · 2 F is the Frobenius norm. I is the identity matrix. The self-attentive LSTM is for the first time proposed here to address the regression tasks. We highlight several differences with previous works. (1) The attention strategy has been widely utilized in previous works [63] , [45] , [29] , [44] . In contrast, the self-attentive strategy simply uses the final output of video sequences. Similar strategy has also been used in the NLP tasks [30] . (2) Comparing with [30] , our self-attentive LSTM is also very different. The output of selfattentive feature embedding is used as the input of LSTM and fully connected layer for the regression tasks. In contrast, [30] utilized the attention strategy to process the output of LSTM, and directly concatenate the feature embedding for the classification tasks.
C. Multi-scale Convolutional Skip LSTM (M-LSTM)
The self-attentive LSTM is efficient in modeling the local sequential information. Nevertheless, it is essential to model the sequential frames/clips containing the local (technical movements) and global (performance of players), since in principle, TES scores the technical movement, and the PCS reflects the whole performance of the player. In light of this understanding, we propose the multi-scale convolutional skip LSTM (M-LSTM) model.
As an extension of LSTM, our M-LSTM learns to model the sequential information at multiple scale. Specifically, the dense clip-based C3D video features give the good representations of local sequential information. To facilitate abstracting the information of multiple scale, our M-LSTM employs several parallel 1D convolution layers with different kernel sizes, as shown in Fig. 4 . The kernel with small size of filters can aggregate and extract the visual representation of action patterns lasting seconds in the videos. The kernel of large size of filters will try to model the global information of the videos. However, in practice, quite different from the videos used for video classification (e.g., UCF101 [47] ), our figure skating videos are quite longer. Thus the total frames of our figure staking videos still make the training process of LSTM difficulty in capturing long term dependencies.
To solve this issue, we further propose the skipping RNN strategy here. Particularly, we propose the revised skip LSTM structure. An origin LSTM works as follows:
where i t , f t , o t are the input, forget and output gates. σ (·) indicates sigmod function. x t is the input of LSTM; the hidden state and cell state of LSTM are denoted as h t and c t respectively. W x , W h W xg , W hg and b, b g are the learning weights of parameters. In skip LSTM, a binary state update gate, u t ∈ {0, 1} is added, which is used to control the update of cell state and hidden state. The whole new update rule is as follows,
Where σ (·) is sigmoid function, denotes element-wise multiplication. f binar y (·) indicates the round function.c t and h t are the values of corresponding state c t and h t if u t = 1. ∆ũ t is the accumulated error if not updating the control variable u t . Furthermore, different from [3] , our model revises the update rule of c t and h t to prevent the network from being forced to expose a memory cell which has not been updated, which would result in misleading information, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The key ingredient of our skip LSTM lies in Eq (7). By using the round function, our M-LSTM can skip some less significant update if u t = 0. By virtue of this way, our M-LSTM can model even longer term data dependencies.
The whole structure of our M-LSTM is also illustrated in Fig. 4 . Since the skip LSTM is used to discard redundant information, we only connect it to the convolution layers with small-size kernels, and apply the common LSTM after other convolution layers. The outputs at the final time-step of all parallel LSTMs are then concatenated and transmitted to a fully connected layer to regress the prediction scores.
Thus, with this M-LSTM architecture, we can actually have the best of both world: the multi-scale convolutional structures can extract the local and global feature representations from videos; the revised skip LSTM can efficiently skip/discard the redundant information that is not essential in learning the local and global information. The final LSTM outputs of different scales are still concatenated and learned by the nonlinear fully connected layer for the regression. The effectiveness of our M-LSTM is validated in the experiments.
V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Settings and Evaluation
Datasets. We evaluate our tasks in both MIT-skate [41] and our Fis-V dataset. MIT-skate has 150 videos with 24 frames per second. We utilize the standard data split of 100 videos for training and the rest for testing. In our Fis-V dataset, we introduce the split of 400 videos as training, the rest as testing.
Metric Settings. As for the evaluation, we use the standard evaluation metrics, the spearman correlation ρ -proposed in [41] and [39] . This makes the results of our framework directly comparable to those results reported in [41] , [39] . Additionally, to give more insights of our model, the Mean Square Error (MSE) is also utilized here to evaluate the models. In MITskate, the published results are trained on the final scores; so these scores have been used to evaluate our framework.
Experimental Settings. For self-attention LSTM subnetwork, we set d 1 = 1024, d 2 = 40, and the hidden size of LSTM is also set as 256. The batch size is 32. For M-LSTM subnetwork, we use the hidden size of 256 for both types of LSTM layers, the other parameter setting is depicted in Fig. 4 . For both models we use a two-layer perceptron with a hidden size of 256 and ReLU function as the activation function of hidden layer. We build both models by Pytorch and optimize the model by Adam [23] algorithm with learning rate of 1e − 4. The whole framework is trained on 1 NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU card and can get converged by 250 epochs. It totally takes 20 minutes to train one model. We augment the videos by the horizontal flipping on frames. As the standard practice, the Dropout is set as 0.7 and only used in fully connected layers; batch normalization is added after each convolution layer in our model. Our model is an end-to-end network; so, we directly use the C3D feature sequences of training data to train the model with the parameters above.
Addtitionally, we donot fine-tune the C3D features in our model, due to the tremendous computational cost. Literally, our videos are very long (averagely 4400 frames), but only around 400 videos. So if we want to finetune C3D with Fis-V or MIT-skate dataset, we need to forward pass and backpropagate on this relatively large C3D model 400 iteration for each video. This requires huge computational cost. On the other hand, we have observed overfitting in our training if the hyperparameter is not well tuned, due to the small dataset size (only 400 videos). Thus adding C3D into training graph would make the training process more difficult.
Competitors. Several different competitors and variants are discussed here. Specifically, we consider different combinations of the following choices: 1) Using frame-level features: We use the 2048 dimensional feature from the pool5 layer of the SENet [14] , which is the winner of ILSVRC 2017 Image Classification Challenge. 2) Using max or average pooling for video-level representation. 3) Using different regression models: SVR with linear or RBF kernels are utilized for regression tasks. 4) LSTM and bi-LSTM based models. We use the C3D-LSTM model depicted in [39] . Note that due to very long video sequence and to make a more fair comparison, we set the hidden size of LSTM as 256, adopt an option of bi-directional LSTM, and use a multi-layer regressor same as our models. This C3D-LSTM model is extended to using SENet features, or by using bidirectional LSTM. 5) [41] , [28] . We also report the results of these two papers. 
B. Results
Results of the spearman correlation. We report the results in Tab. I. On MIT-skate and our Fis-V dataset, we compare several variants and baselines. We highlight that our framework achieves the best performance on both datasets, and outperform the baselines (including [41] , [28] , [39] ) clearly by a large margin. This shows the effectiveness of our proposed framework. We further conduct the ablation study to explore the contributions of each components, namely, M-LSTM and S-LSTM. In general, the results of M-LSTM can already beat all the other baselines on both datasets. This is reasonable, since the M-LSTM can effectively learn the local and global information with the efficient revised skip LSTM structure. Further, on MIT-skate dataset the S-LSTM is complementary to M-LSTM, since we can achieve higher results. The performance of M-LSTM and S-LSTM is very good on Fis-V dataset.
Results of different variants. As the regression tasks, we further explore different variants in Tab. I. By using the (1) Max Vs. Avg pooling. Actually, we donot have conclusive results which pooling method is better. The max pooling has better performance than average pooling on MIT-skate dataset, while the average pooling can beat the maximum pooling on Fis-V dataset. This shows the difficult intrinsic of the regression tasks.
(2) RBF Vs. Linear SVR. In general, we found that the linear SVR has better performance than the RBF SVR. And both methods have lower performance than our framework.
(3) SENet Vs. C3D. On Fis-V dataset, we also compare the results of using SENet features. SENet are the static frame-based features, and C3D are clip-based features. Note that within each video, we generally extract different number of SENet and C3D features; thus it is nontrivial to directly combine two types of features together. Also the models using C3D features can produce better prediction results than those from SENet, since the figure skating videos are mostly about the movement of each skater. The clip-based C3D features can better abstract this moving information from the videos.
(4) TES Vs. PCS. With comparable models and features, the correlation results on PCS are generally better than those of TES. This reflects that the PCS is relatively easier to be predicted than TES.
Results of the mean square error. On our Fis-V dataset, we also compare the results by the metrics of MSE in Tab. II. In particular, we find that the proposed M-LSTM and S-LSTM can significantly beat all the other baseline clearly by a large margin. Furthermore, we still observe a boosting of the performance of PCS by combining the M-LSTM and S-LSTM.
Interestingly, we notice that on TES, the combination of S-LSTM+M-LSTM doesnot have significantly improved over the M-LSTM or S-LSTM only. This is somehow expected. Since the TES task aims at scoring those clips of technical movements. This is relatively a much easier task than the PCS task which aims at scoring the good interpretation of music. Thus only features extracted by M-LSTM or S-LSTM can be good enough to learn a classifier for TES. The combination of both M-LSTM and S-LSTM may lead to redundant information. Thus the S-LSTM+M-LSTM can not get further improvement over M-LSTM or S-LSTM on TES.
Ablation study on Self-Attentive strategy. To visualize the self-attentive mechanism, we compute the attention weight matrix A of a specific video. We think that if a clip has high weight in at least one row of A, then it means that this clip shows an important technical movement contributing to the TES score, otherwise it is insignificant. We show a pair of example clips (16 frames) in Fig. 6 . From Fig. 6 we can find the clip in the top two rows with higher attention weights is showing "hard" action, for instance, "jumping on the same foot within a spin", while movement in the bottom clips would not.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a new dataset -Fis-V dataset for figure skating sports video analysis. We target the task of learning to score of each skater's performance. We propose two models for the regression tasks, namely, the Self-Attentive LSTM (S-LSTM) and the Multi-scale Convolutional Skip LSTM (M-LSTM). We also integrate the two proposed networks in a single end-to-end framework. We conduct extensive experiments to thoroughly evaluate our frameworks as well as the variants on MIT-skate and Fis-V dataset. The experimental results validate the effectiveness of proposed methods.
